
 

 
 
 

THE INJUSTICE OF IT ALL 
 

Here is a basic idea that can be developed into a skit. It highlights the unjust 
distribution of physical resources globally and the injustice which means that 
some of us have numerous avenues through which they can learn of Jesus, 
while one third of the world’s people can go from life to death and never have 
the opportunity to meet him. 

 
Participants: two individuals or two groups of people. 

Scene 1:  
One person or group reflects on what might be on for dinner tonight for their 
Australian household (food, drink, takeaway options, cost, etc.). 

Then the other person or group, representing Asia or Africa, reflects on 
whether or not he or she will eat at all today, having had no breakfast and 
lunch (reference to having had to walk a couple of kilometres for water which 
is contaminated with arsenic or is dirty; maybe waiting for the family’s two 
hens to lay an egg; maybe waiting to see if they can sell sufficient cooking oil 
at their street stall to buy rice for tonight’s meal; maybe wondering if their 
father will get back from his walk to catch fish at a lake two days’ trek away, 
etc.) 

Scene 2: 
One person or group from Australia reflecting on available avenues through 
which they can hear the gospel, or could do if they so wished (radio, Christian 
music groups, Christian books, multiple versions of the Bible, speakers, 
church services, camps, conventions, youth groups, university groups, etc). 
They are a bit bored because they have heard it all before and really can’t be 
bothered. 

Another person or group is from an unreached people group, maybe a 
Muslim who has read of “Isa” (Jesus) in the Koran, and is now curious, but 
can’t find anyone who knows anything more about him. 


